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Number of meals shared to date (as of September 5th , 2012):
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16,297,315

Meals
(Enough to feed over 81,000 children for an entire school year)
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Top) Now a common scene all over Japan, students, professionals, and other TFT
supporters gather in Kyushu. 1) TFT at the World Economic Forum’s “Summer Davos”
conference in Tianjin, China. 2) At TFT Korea’s Dating Games Night, young men and
women enjoyed an evening of games, music, and food prepared by our own Liji Cho. There
was even one match made!

3) 12 students enrolled in the first class of the Young Social
Entrepreneur School to gain first-hand experience designing strategy
and marketing for nonprofits using TFT’s business model. 4) TFT Hong
Kong wrapped up the Healthy Summer Dining Experience campaign.
Pictured is TFT’s Stephanie Tan with foodie bloggers touring the
campaign restaurants. TFT was also highlighted at The Economist’s
Feeding the World Summit in Hong Kong.
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America

“When you dine
at TABLE FOR TWO,
you never dine alone.”

5) TFT is expanding to new locations and
menus at UC Davis. Pictured is Aiko (longtime TFT-er) with the new Braised Chicken
Cous Cous. 6) More vending machines were
rolled out, as TFT staff participated in a tasting
event hosted by BTMU’s LA office. 7) TFT
(with Old Soulz Entertainment) hosted a grand
opening party at Segafredo in New York. 8)
TFT supporters table at the “UTC fun event” in
San Diego. 9) Students from the newly-formed
TFT student group at Columbia University’s
annual Activities Day. 10) Chapman Chung
from the San Diego chapter was voted as TFT
USA’s inaugural “Volunteer of the Month!”
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A Message From TABLE FOR TWO
Executive Director Masa Kogure

The United Nations General
Assembly was held in New York,
where leaders from around the world
gathered to discuss global issues.
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11-13) Our partners at the Millennium Villages Project sent
us pictures and updates from Ruhiira, Uganda, where TFT
supports school meal programs in 21 schools, reaching
more than 10,000 students. In an effort to make the meal
programs sustainable, school gardens and woodlots are
being developed. Not only will these initiatives supplement
the provision of meals, but they also serve as incomegenerating opportunities for the schools. In addition, two
schools now have cows, which provide much needed
nutritional variety.

Nutrition was again on the agenda,
with various new initiatives to tackle
food security. U.S. Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton highlighted the key
role that civil society plays.
At TFT, we work hard each day to
provide a platform to allow as many
people as possible to contribute to
this global challenge within our daily
lives.

